1. Introduction. The ordinary Fredholm theory of Hubert spaces was generalized in [4] and [5] to apply to a wider range of problems in analysis. The ideal of compact linear maps, which plays a fundamental role in the ordinary theory, was replaced by a certain class of C*-algebras called i?-algebras in [4] . This generalization is based on the Rellich criterion for compact linear maps of a Hubert space, which states that a linear map is compact if and only if for every e > 0 there exists a closed linear subspace of finite codimension such that the norm of the restriction of the linear map to this subspace becomes smaller than «. The Ä-algebras in [4] are defined by substituting for the collection of closed linear subspaces of finite codimension in this criterion a collection of closed linear subspaces which is an
Proof. Since a(H) is closed, a*(K) is closed also (Lemma 2.1). The restrictions
Lemma 2.5. Let 91cß(/f) be a C*-algebra with 1 e 91. If y e GL(H) n 9Í is selfadjoint, then y'1 e GL(H) n 9Í.
Proof. Consider c • y2, where c is a real number. We compute {{c ■ y2 -l)(x), (c ■ y2 -l)(x)) = c2 ■ (y2(x), y2(x)) -2c ■ (y(x), y(x)) + (x, x) áC2.|yP-||x||2-2C-(|¡y-1||)- 2-|xp+«x||2 = [i + l¡y|l4-(c-(|y||2-||y-1D-2)a-(ily|l ■ ly"1!)"4]-W".
We conclude that there exists a c^O such that flc-y2 -1|| < 1. Since we have c-y2 = l + (c-y2 -1) and ||cy2 -1|| < 1, the geometric series 2"=o(-l)"-(c-y2 -l)n is convergent in 91 and gives (c-y2)'1 e 91. Then also (y2)_1e91 and y"1 = y(y2)-1e91. Lemma 2.6. Recall that a self-adjoint a e 2(H) is said to be positive, if(a(x), x) i O for all xeH. Let 9t <= 2(H) be a C*-algebra with 1 e 91. Suppose a e 9Í is self-adjoint and positive. Then there exists a unique self-adjoint and positive ß e 91 with ß2 = a. If further S^H is a closed linear subspace with a(S)*=S, then also ß(S)^S, and if a\s = id, then also ß\s=id.
Proof. We may assume that 1 -a is positive. We consider the sequence {ß"}™=0 in 91 defined by ßn +1=ßn+-kia-ßn) and ß0 = o. This sequence is convergent. Let j8= lim ßn e 91. Then ß has the desired properties. See, for example, [12, p. 15 ].
Lemma 2.7. Suppose a e 2(H) is self-adjoint and positive. Then 1 + a e GL (H) and ¡(l + a)-1!^!.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 there is a ß e £(//) with ß*=ß and ß2 = a. We compute for xeH ||(1 + «)(X)||2 = (x,x) + 2-(ß(x),ß(x)) + {«ix),a(x)) i ||x||2.
This implies c(H, (l + a))il. Therefore l + a is injective and (l + a)(H) is closed (Lemma 2.3). Since (1 + a)* = l + a, it follows that 1 + a is also surjective (Lemma 2.1). By Theorem 2.1 then 1 + « e GL(H). Finally, by Lemma 2.3 IKl + a)-1!! =(c(//,(l + a)))-1^ 1.
Theorem 2.2. Let 91 <=£(#) be a C*-algebra with 1 e 91. For each y e GL(H) n 91 there is a unique decomposition y = p.-K such that ¡x e U(//) n 9t and k e GL(H) n 9t is self-adjoint and positive. The map w:GL(//)n9C->U(//)n9t, u(y) = p., is continuous.
Proof. Consider y*-ye GL(H) n 9t. We have y*■ y is self-adjoint and positive. By Lemma 2.6 there exists a positive self-adjoint ß e 91 with ß2 = y*-y. Obviously ß is injective and surjective since ß2 e GL(H). Therefore by Theorem 2.1 ß e GL(H) n 9Í, and by Lemma 2.5 also ß'1 e GL(H) n 9Í. Let x=ß and fj.=y-ß~1. Then y=p.-K, and k is self-adjoint and positive. We compute fi*-lx=ß-1-y*-yß-1=ß-1-ß2-ß-1 = l,i.e.,tieV{H)n'n.
To prove the uniqueness of the decomposition, we assume another representation y=fi-K with the above properties. Then (i-K=fi-Z, or K=p,*-ß-i<, and hence k = k* = k ■ fi* ■ p.. It follows that k2 = k2 = y* • y. From the uniqueness of ß in Lemma 2.6, we conclude k = k and (¿ = ß.
To prove the continuity of u, it is sufficient to show that the map w: GL{H) n 9( -> GL{H) n 91, w(y) = ß, where ß is the unique self-adjoint and positive element with |S2 = y*-y, is continuous. Let w(y0) = ß0, w(y) = ß. We apply to ß0 and ß Lemma 2.6, and we obtain ß0 = 82, ß=82 with 8* = S0, S* = 8, and again 80, 8 e GL(H). Then we decompose Let e = 8-80~1. Now e*-e is self-adjoint and positive. By Lemma 2.7 then l + e*-eeGL(H) and ||(l+«*-«)-1|ál.
We compute \\ß0-ß\\ = I(j8o-/S)-0So+/S)-0So+/s)-1I| = lljsg-^ll-lCSo+iS)-1!! = M-w-y*-y|-ï«o"1-(i+«*-«)-1-*o1l = M-yo-y*-ylH|SoT-Which proves the continuity of w.
Corollary 2.1. Let 91 <=£(#) be a C*-algebra with leW.Ifye GL(77) n 91, then also y"1 e GL(77) n 91, i.e., GL(9I) = GL(7F) n 91.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, y = p.«r with p. e U{H) n 91, k e GL(77) n 91, and <t is self-adjoint. Then y~1=K~1-p*. By Lemma 2.5, /c"1 e GL(//) n 91, which proves y-16GL(77)n9I. Corollary 2.2. Let 91 <=£(#) be a C*-algebra with 1 e 91. For eacA y e GL(9I) íAere íí a unique decomposition y = p-K such that p e U(9t) and k e GL(9t) is selfadjoint and positive. The map «:GL(9l)-»U(9I), u{y) = p., is continuous. We notice further the following property: Let S<^H be a closed linear subspace. Suppose y e GL(9I) satisfies yiSL) = (y(S))1, then w(y)(>S) = y(S). And if yx, y2 e GL(9I) satisfy y^S1) = iyi{S))L, i= 1, 2, and yi|s = y2|s, then w(yi)|s = H(y2)|s.
Proof. Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 prove the first part of the corollary. yiS1) = iyiS))1 implies y* ■ y(5) = S and y* • yiS1) = SL. The corresponding ß satisfies then also ß{S) = S and ßiS1) = SL (Lemma 2.6). Hence u{y){S)=riiS) = iyß-1){S) = y(5).
To prove the last property, observe again y*-YtiS) = S and yf-yiiS1) = S1, 2=1, 2. We compute the corresponding ß( by computing ßt\s and ft|s± separately and forming jSt=j8i|s ® ß,\s±, i=l, 2. But yï-yi|s=yî-y2|s> therefore jS1|s=<32|s, and hence /¿i|s=/i2|s. Theorem 2.3. Let 91 <= £(//) /)<? a C*-algebra with 1 6 91, a«¿/ let S<^ H be a closed linear subspace with ns e 91. We consider the closed subgroups GL(9I)S = {y;ye GL(9l) wi/A y(5) = S),
of ¿Ae topological groups GL(9I) a«rt* U(9I). FAen U(9l)sc:GL(9I)s is a strong deformation retract of the space GL(9I)S. In particular U(9l)s and GL(9l)s are of the same homotopy type.
Proof. We introduce the closed subgroup GL(9I)s,sx = {y; y e GL(9I) with y(S) = S and yiS^ = S1} of the group GL(9I)S. We have the strong deformation retract map r:GL(9l)s^GL(9t)s.s,, r{y) = yns + ns±-yns± = y-ns-ynsi.
(Certainly r(y)(S)<=S and /•(y)(51)c51. We compute directly r(y)r(y'1) = \ and r(y_1)-r(y) = l. Therefore r{y) e GL(9I)S>|S±, and r is well defined.) A deformation retract homotopy is given by r:GL(9i)sx[0, 1]->GL(«)5, Ky, t) = rt{y) = y-ttr8-ywgi.
(Again rt(y)(S)<=S, rt(y)(S^SS r((y)-ri(y-1) = l, /•t(y-1)-r((y) = l, and thus rt is well defined.) Then r0 = id, rx = ir, where i: GL(9l)ssi -> GL(9I)S is the inclusion. Further, rt(y) = y for y e GL(9l)s,s± and Oz%tz%\. Thus, GL(9I)S>S± c GL(9t)s is a strong deformation retract of GL(9I)S.
Next we show that U(9l)scGL(9i)s>s± is a strong deformation retract of GL(9I)ssx. The map u of Theorem 2.2 defines a deformation retract map «:GL(9I)s>sx^U(9I)s, u(y) -P, where y = p k is the unique decomposition of Theorem 2.2.
u is well defined. (By Corollary 2.2, u(y)(S) = S, and hence u(y)(SL) = S1. Therefore, u(y) e U(9t)s.) A deformation retract homotopy is given by
Again the map ut is well defined. (Namely M + (1 -r)-k e GL(9l) by Lemma 2.7, and K = ße GL(9t)SfSi gives M+(1 -t) • k e GL(9l)s>sx.) We have u0 = id and ux = i-u, where i: U(9i)s-^ GL(9t)s>si is the inclusion. Finally, ut(p) = p. for p. e U(9t)s and Ofítzí 1. Which proves the theorem. Corollary 2.3. Let 91 be a C*-algebra with le9i. 77ie« U(9I)c:GL(9t) is a strong deformation retract of the space GL(9t). In particular, U(9l) and GL(9l) are of the same homotopy type. The strong deformation retract map m(:GL(9I)^GL(9I),
of Theorem 2.3 has further the following property : IfS^ H is a closed linear subspace, and if yy, y2 e GL(9I) with yi(S±) = (yi(S))L, i=l, 2, and with yx\s = y2\s, then ut(Yi)\s = ut(y2)\sfor0z%tzi\.
Proof. We have only to observe that «i|s='<'2|s and p-y\s=p-2\s-Compare Corollary 2.2.
3. The metric space %(H) of all closed linear subspaces of a Hubert space H. Let %(H) = {S; S'^ H and S a closed linear subspace of //}. We recall the definition of various metrics defined on £(/7) and some of their properties. If x e H and S e XiH), then d\x, S)=inf {|x-j>| ;yeS}= ||(l-7rs)(*)|.
Definition 3.1. For S, Te%iH) we define 8{S, T) = sup {dix, T);xeSand ||*|| = 1}, diS, T) = 8{S, T) + 8{T, S), and giS,T)= \\ns-nT\\.
Lemma 3.1.
0^8(5, T)S 1, and0^g(5, F)á 1. 8(5, F) = 0 i/and only if S<=T. IfS^S', andT'^T, then 8(5, F)^8(5', T).
Proof. These properties follow immediately from the definitions. See, for example, [3] . Proof. The completeness is easily proved by using the g-metric.
Observe that 8 itself does not define a metric. The metric space %iH) is the set £(//) with the equivalence class of metrics containing d and g. Lemma 3.2. Let 5, TeXiH). Then the following relation holds i8iS,T))2 + iciS,nT))2 = l.
In particular 7rT(5) is closed if and only //S(5, F)< 1.
Proof. Observe that ||(i-7rr)(*)||2= ||*|2-\\irT{x)\\2 for xeH. Therefore i8iS,T)f = sup{||(l-7rr)(*)P;*e5and ||*|| = 1} License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Of crucial importance is the following theorem established by T. Kato [8] . giS, T) = max {8iS, T), 8ÇT, 5)} for 5, Te S(/7). (1) Any subset 9Î<= Ï(H) with the property that for any pair S, Te'Si, also S n Tem, isan£-set. Z{H)f = {S;Se %(H) and codim (S) is finite} is an £-set. Proof. If S, Te 9t" and e>0 are given, then there are 5', T e at with S'<=S, 7"cTand there is an £e3i with 8(R, S')<e, 8(R, T')<e. But then also 8(R, S) z%8(R, S')<e, 8(R, T)zZ8{R, T')<e. If S, T e Cl(9t) and *>0 are given, then there are S', 7" e 3Î with ¿(S", S) < e/2, c/(7", £) < e/2 and there is an £ e 8t with S(£, S')<«/2, S(£, T')<e/2. We conclude 8(£, 5)^S(£, 5")+ 8(5", 5)<e, S(£, 7") Proof. Suppose Te C1(<S)V. Then there is a £' e C1(S) with T'cJ, and there is further a sequence {SJ^-i, Sne<5, with g(Sn, 7")<1/«. But S(5n, r)^S(5n, 7") ágíA, T')<\/n. By Corollary 3.3 there is an S'n with S"c5; and g(S'n, T) = 8(Sn, T) < l\n. In associating algebraic structures to an 7?-set there is a freedom to enlarge the 7?-set to a maximal 7?-set (see next chapter). This motivates the introduction of maximal i?-sets. Hence it is sufficient to consider maximal Fc-sets only.
Repeatedly we will apply the following argument : is an isometry onto 2(77') with respect to the g-metric and 8-structure of 501 and 2(77').
Proof. Certainly c is bijective and Lemma 3.7.
Theorem 4.2. Let 501 be a maximal R-set. If there exists a finite-dimensional S0 e 5DÎ, then there is an Smln e 507 such that 50c = {5; 5 e 2(77) with 5mln c 5}.
Proof. Consider an 5min £ 50Î such that dim (5min) is minimal. Let 5 £ 507 be [January given. Since 3JI is an £-set there exists for each «= 1, 2,..., an £" e 2JI such that S(£", Smin) < I S(£n, S) < B y Corollary 3.3, there is an R'n e 50Í with £"<=£;, and g{R'n, ^min) = S(£", ^mln) < " By Theorem 3.1, Smln and R'n are isomorphic. Since dim {Smln) z¿ dim (£n) dim {R'n) = dim (5mln) and dim {Smin) is finite, we have £" = R'n.
We conclude 8(^mi", S) á 8{Smln, Rn) + 8{Rn, S) < | «=1,2,....
Therefore, 8{Smln, S)=0 and, by Lemma 3.1, Smia<^S.
Corollary 4.1. If H is a finite-dimensional Hubert space, then the maximal R-sets SDt of %{H) are the spaces %{H'), OS dim {H')z% dim (//). The concept of maximal R-sets becomes in this case trivial, it does not introduce any new structure.
5. C*-aIgebras associated with £-sets. Definition 5.1. For an £-set 3t we define (compare [4] and [5]) /(3t) = {a; a e 2{H) such that for each e > 0 there is an 5* e 3t with ||a-"s|| < e and ||a*-7rs|| < e}, and A{iñ) = {a; a e 2{H) such that for each 5 e 9t and e > 0 there is a Te 9t with ¡(1 -Trs)-a-7rT|| < e and ||(l-TTs)-a*-irT\\ < e}.
Theorem 5.1. /(3t) is a C*-algebra in 2{H), A{fö) is a C*-algebra with unit 1 in 2{H), /(3t)c^(at), and /(9t) » a closed twosided *-ideal in A{fft). In [4] and [5] it was also shown that /(3t) = /(A/(3t)) and ^(9t) = ^(M(9t)), where A/(3t) is the uniquely determined maximal £-set associated with 9t. This implies that one can restrict oneself to maximal £-sets. The classical situation is obtained, if we choose as a £-set the maximal £-set 9JÎ = %{H)f (Examples 4.1 (6)). 
A(%(H)>) = 2(H).
Lemma 5.1. For S e X(H) let 2(H)S± = {a ; a e 2(H) with ans = o and 7t-s± ■ a = a). Certainly 2(H)S± is isometric to 2(S1). If m is an R-set and S e 9t, then £(//)sx <= /(3t). In particular ttsx e Z(3t), and hence tts, ttsi. e ^4(9t).
Proof. A direct consequence of Definition 5.1. Definition 5.2. Let 9t be an 7?-set. Then we consider also the following closed invariant subgroups of the groups GL(.4(9t)) and U(yl(9t)) (Definition 2.2):
GL,(/(9t)) = {1 + a ; 1 + a e GL(77) and a e 7(91)}, and U5(/(9t)) = GLa(/(9t)) n U(77).
Definition 5.3. If 5 e 2(77) and GcGL(77) a subset, then we denote Gs = {y; y e G with yiS) = 5}, GiS) = {y;yeG with y\s = id}, and G\s = {y|s;ye G with yiS) = 5}. 
U9(7(91))s = U,(7(91))|sxU(51), and UM9t))(S> = U9(7(9t))(S) = U(5^).
Further U(^(91))scGL(^(9t))s, and U(7(9i))scU(7(9i))s are strong deformation retracts. In particular U(^(9i))s and GL(^(9i))s, and U(7(9i))s and GL(7(9t))s are of the same homotopy type. If <B is closed in 2(7/), then GL(©) and U(@) are closed subgroups of GL(/7).
Lemma 5.2. Let 91 be an R-set and let y e GL(/7). Then y e Ai?R) if and only if for each S em we have y~AS) e M(9i) and y* " \S) e M (91). and T"=y*~AS). Since 91 is an F-set, there is an Fe9î with 8(7?, F')<(||y||)-1-e and 8(7?, F")<(||y||)"1-e. Observe that with Lemma 2.2 we can conclude that nSL-ynT. = o and 7TSiy*-7rr» = o. We compute
Í ||y||-S(7?,F')<£, and similarly ||(l-7rs)-y*-7rÄ|| <£. Which proves y e /l(9t).
Theorem 5.2 (compare [5]
). Let 507 be a maximal R-set. Then GL(50c) = GL(77) n ,4(501) = GL(^(50c)), and U(50c) = U(/7) n .4(501) = UG4(50t)).
Proof. If yeGL(50c), then y-1(50c) = 50c and y*"1(50c) = 50c and, by Lemma 5.2, y e GL(77) n /í(5üc). If y e GL(7/) n ,4(501), then by Corollary 2.1, y"1 £ GL(77) n^(5D?), and we conclude y(50c) = 50c and y*(50c) = 50c, and therefore y £ GL(Söl). This proves also U(50c) = U(/7) n ¿(SR). Theorem 5.5. Let W be a maximal R-set and let S e 9Jt. Then we have GL{A{m\s)) = GL{A{W))sIGL{A{m)){S), \J{A{m\s)) = \J{A{m))sIU{A{W)){S), GL?(/(9Jt|s)) = GL4(/(ÜR))s/GL,(7(aR))(S), U,(/(3K|S)) = U,(/(TO))S/Ufl(/(W)){S), U(i4(3R))s = U^SDtl^xUÍS1), and U4(7(äR))s = U,(7(SK|s))xU(Si).
Proof. Direct consequence of Theorem 5.4.
6. The path components of maximal £-sets.
Lemma 6.1 (compare [4] ). Let W be a maximal R-set. Each open ball 58(S>r) = {7; 7 e 5Dt and g{S, T) < r) in 5DÎ with center S and radius r, 0 < r zi 1, is path connected.
Proof. Let Te S3(S>r) be given. We consider first S1, TL e £(//). Since g{SL, 71) =g{S, T)<r, we can apply Lemma 3.5 to the pair S1, 7X. Consider at = \ -t-TrT e £(//), O^/^l.
Then t -> at{SL) e H(H) is a continuous path in £(//), which connects S1 with T1 and with g(S\ at(S1)) = t-g(S1, T1) for Og t g 1.
Now we turn to the path t-> Tt = (at(Sx))L e %(H), Ogfgl. The complement map J_: %(H) -*> £(//) is continuous by Lemma 3.1. The new path is therefore continuous again, and connects S with Tin %(H). We have g(S, Tt)=g(Sx, a^S1)) -tg(S,T)<r, Og/ál. ay is a homeomorphism of S onto itself for each y e GL'ijiOc). as is a continuous map onto 6. The same holds for the group GL'(7(501)).
Proof. Let (yls Si), (y2, 52) £ GL(50c) x 50c. Then from Lemma 3.3 d{aiyx, Sx), a{y2, 52)) = diyASx), yAS2)) á(l|yi-y2||+^(51,52))-(||yr1|| + ||y2-1||), which proves the continuity of a, and therefore of ay and as. ay is a homeomorphism, since ay ■ ay 1 = id and ay 1-ay = id.
To show that as is a map onto ©, let F £ S be given. Then there exists a continuous path 5(, 0áí¿ 1, in ©, which connects 50 = 5 with SX = T. We can find an integer N with giSktN, 5(fc + 1)W)< 1 for £ = 0, 1,..., TV-1. It is therefore enough to show that for S,Ted with g(5, F)< 1 there exists a y e GL'(50c) with y(5) = F.
We can take s(T) e GL'(50c) of Lemma 6.1 as such an element y. 
= (Fs)_1(GL(5)).) We define U = as(Ü). U is open in © and therefore in 50c.
Next let ,4(50c)s si = {«; a e,4(50c) with a-775 = a and ttsi •« = «}. ,4(50î)s s± is a closed linear subspace of the Banach space .4(507) and hence a Banach space.
Before we construct the coordinate homeomorphism/ we notice the following:
Let £(77)s,si = {a; a £ £(/7) with a-ns = a and 77si-a = a}.
If a e £(7/)s>si, then 1 + a e GL(/7) (namely ( Similarly for the group GLJ(/(50l)). 7(50c)) is a principal fibre bundle over (£ = GLJ(7(50c))/GLj(7(50c))s with fibre and structure group GLj(7(50f))iS, which acts on the fibres by left translations. In particular we have an exact sequence for the homotopy groups
The preceding constructions and arguments can also be applied to the unitary groups U1(50c) and UJ(7(50c)). Proof. r(F)(5) = F follows from Corollary 2.2. We show m(GLJ(7(50c)) c GLJ (7(50c)).
Recall that if y £ GLJ(/(50c)), then uiy) = p = yß'\ where ß e GL(50l) is the uniquely determined positive and self-adjoint element with j82=y*y. We write (8=1 + «, a £.4(501), and show a e 7(50c). First /32 = l + 2(x + a2 e GLJ(/(50c)) implies 2« + a2 = 2« ■ (1+ia) e 7(501). We have now l + $a e GL(50c). (Namely l+ß e GL(5»c) by Lemma 2.7, and therefore l + i« = i-(1+jS) e GL(50c).) Since 7(50c) is an ideal in ,4(50c), we conclude that a e 7(507). This shows that ß and hence p = y/3_1 are in GL>(7(5Dl)).
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From here on, Definition 6.2, Lemma 6.3, Lemma 6.4, Definition 6.4, and Definition 6.5 carry over word by word to the unitary groups U'ijD?) and UJ(/(9Jl)), and we obtain: Theorem 6.2'. âs: U'ODtyU'iJaJtJs -> © is a homeomorphism. The spaces © and U'(5W)/U1(?0t)s can therefore be identified. Stiefel spaces associated with maximal £-sets. In the following we introduce homogeneous spaces, which are direct analogues of the Stiefel manifolds of finitedimensional vectorspaces. We consider the group GL(/4($DÎ)) only. Everything holds also for the group GL,(/(2R)). Proof. There is a natural connection with Theorem 6.1. In the following we refer to the notation introduced in the proof of this theorem. We construct a coordinate system (S3, g) Je is well defined and continuous. Further -n's-k{a, y')-is = y' implies £(a, y') e Ü. We compute ig^){a,y') = {a,y') for (a, y') 6 yi(3»)s>si x GL^U), and {k-g)iy) = yiTs + TTsi for y eft.
Finally we define k:A{m)s,sixGLXlR\s)-+%s, k = bls-k.
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Then we have {g-k){a,y') = {a,y') for (a, y') E^(50c)SiSixGL1(50c|s), and (A>g)(A) = iyns + ns±)-is = X for A e S3, where yeü with yis = X. This proves g: SB -*■ /l(50c)ss± x GL1(50i|s) is a homeomorphism onto the open subset .4(5Dc)ssi x GL,(50c|s) of the Banach space .4(50î)s,si x .4(501 |s). Definition 7.5. Let 501 be a maximal F-set, let (£ E7r0(50c) be a path component of 50c, and let 5 e G be fixed. We consider the closed subgroup GL»(SW){S) = {y;ye GUQBt) and y|s = id}, This case establishes also a direct connection with the "ordinary theory" of Grassmann and Stiefel spaces of a Hilbert space. In the following we present this ordinary theory independent of the dimension of the Hilbert space. We investigate then the Grassmann and Stiefel spaces of infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, and we will obtain a certain complete characterization.
Crucial is the following theorem:
Theorem 8.1 (see [9] ). Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. The groups GL(H) and U(/7) are contractible. In particular GL(H) and V(H) are connected, and all homotopy groups are trivial. ttí(GL(H)) = 0 and 7Tt(V(H)) = 0 for i = 0,1,2,.... If 77 is finite dimensional, we obtain the ordinary Grassmann manifolds. In this case we can of course dispense with the double index.
If 77 is a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, we denote dim (77) = X0 = oo, and we have the following types of Grassmann spaces ©<n,»>, ©<<*,,»>, ©<«,"> where« = 0, 1,2,.... Te @<f,i> be given. We show that there is a continuous path in 2(77) which connects 5 with F. Since dim (5) = dim (F) = I and codim (5) = codim (F) = I, we can construct a y e GL(/7) with yiS) = F. If 77 is a finite-dimensional real Hilbert space, we may assume y e GL\H). In all other cases we have GL'(77) = GL(/7). Therefore there exists a continuous path yt e GL(/7), O^r^l, with y0 = l and yi = y. Then ytiS), O^t^l, is a continuous path in 2(//) which connects 5 with F (Lemma 3.4). This shows Ted. Hence ffi=@<u>. Corollary 8.1. Let 5e@<,>i> be fixed. GL(/7) is a principal bundle over ®<u> with fibre and structure group GL(77)S, and also U(/7) is a principal bundle over @<i,i> with fibre and structure group U(77)s = U(5) x UiS1) iCorollaries 5.1 and 5.1'). Proof. By Theorem 8.1, 7ri(t/(/7))=0, i=0, 1,..., and the theorem on p. 102 in [14] . Remarks. It is easy to associate with the various classifying spaces of type FGL(n) and BV(n) in this chapter in a natural way universal classifying vector bundles of dimension n. Since all spaces which occur in this chapter are Banach manifolds, it follows from Theorem 15 of [13] that all maps in this chapter which induce isomorphisms for the homotopy groups are homotopy equivalences. In particular all spaces with vanishing homotopy groups are contractible.
9. The general case. There appear various examples of maximal F-sets in analysis (see [4] ). In a subsequent publication we intend to compute the homotopy type of the path components and of the associated groups of some of these examples.
Theorem 5.5, Corollaries 6.2 and 6.2", and Theorem 9.1 imply the following theorem, which can be used for computations: Theorem 9.1. Let M be a maximal R-set, and let © e 7r0(50c) be a path component of 50c such that there is a S e(£ with codim (5) infinite. Suppose also that U(50c|s) and Uq (7(50c|s) 
